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“Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms—to 
choose one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.”
 - Viktor E. Frankl

Purpose:

Help campus employees understand the importance of choosing to be optimistic and what 
steps they can take to become optimistic. 

What?

1. Principle: 
 a.  Merriam-Webster’s de�nition of optimism is stated as “an inclination to
   put the most favorable construction upon actions and events or to 
  anticipate the best possible outcome.” Merriam-Webster Dictionary
  
 b.  Optimism is choosing to �nd the best in life, in circumstance, in people, 
  in good times, and in bad times. 

3. Seven Habits of Optimistic People:
 a. They express gratitude
 b. They donate their time and energy
 c. They are interested in others
 d. They surround themselves with upbeat people
 e. They don’t listen to naysayers 
 f. They forgive others
 g. They smile

2. Avenues of Optimism:
 a. Having a con�dent view of one’s self. 
 b. Being happy regardless of the circumstance or the outcome.
 c.  Viewing others with an optimistic attitude.

Optimism
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 What is the reason for developing an optimistic attitude?

Ac t iv i t y :
 View this short video clip to see optimism in action in the workplace:

Activity Questions:
 How was the stork an example of optimism?
 How did he make the most out of a di�cult situation?

Why?

1. Five Bene�ts of Being Positive:

a. In a blog article by Zach Cutler, Marketing Entrepreneur, founder at 
Cutler PR, there are �ve bene�ts of being positive. Each of these are useful in assisting a 
person to understand the value of becoming a more optimistic individual.

b. Bene�ts of Being Positive (Zach Cutler, Marketing Entrepreneur, founder at Cutler PR)
 a. See failure as a new start
  i. The feeling of self-doubt that comes to many who experience failure.
 b. Be expansive
  i. Being expansive means that our outlook and attitude towards life is full 
of high spirits and generosity. We look at it as rich and abundant.
 c. Get healthy
  i. The opposite of optimism is pessimism. Pessimism is viewing life in a 
negative light. This is being sad, gloomy, negative, depressive, etc. Those negative 
intakes are detrimental to being physically healthy. The more optimistic a person is, the 
healthier they become.

Supporting Quote:

“As it is commonly understood, the term ‘optimism’ embraces two closely 
correlated concepts: the �rst is the inclination to hope, while the second more 
generally refers to the tendency to believe that we live in ‘the best of all possible 
worlds’.” Optimism Plus

“Pessimism leads to weakness, optimism to power.”
 - Williams James
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       d. Spread good vibes
        i. Have you ever been around a really happy person? Have you ever left their 
           presence feel uplifted, happy, or sometimes even exhausted? Those are the vibes   
           that come from an optimistic person. The more a person is around a happy 
           optimistic person, the more optimism spreads. It is infectious.
       e. It is the best choice
             Zach Cutler, the creator of the 5 Bene�ts of being positive, said the following, 
          “There is no better alternative to optimism. Pessimism doesn’t achieve much, and   
          doesn’t have any bene�ts over optimism. Being optimistic obviously doesn’t mean  
          seeing rainbows 24-7. Everything won’t always be great. But optimism helps us see  
          new opportunities, learn from di�erent situations, and keep moving.
          In life, movement and growth is essential, which optimism helps us achieve.”
             Zach Cutler, 5 Bene�ts of Being Optimistic

2. We are optimistic because of Jesus Christ.
 A. We know the answer to life’s great questions
  a. Where did I come from?
  b. Why am I here?
  c. Where am I going?

As members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, we understand that though there are 
trials in this life, through Jesus Christ all trials will be made right.  

“But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and be ready always to give an answer to   every man that 
asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and 
fear.” (1 Peter 3:15)

We understand that we are destined for a much higher plan than the curveballs 
life throws at us. We know where we came from. We know why we are here on earth. We know what
lies ahead of us after this life is over.  

This knowledge empowers us to embrace “the reason for the hope that is in us”. 
Jesus Christ’s Atonement is the hope that is in us. 

“Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope and 
confidence.”
           - Helen Keller
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“He that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.”
Matthew 7:7-8

“I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me.”
Philippians 4:13

“But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts; and be ready always to give an answer to 
every man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you.”
Peter 3:15

“The two most important days in your life are the day you are born and the day you find 
out why.”
 - Mark Twain

Activity :  
 Jesus Christ is the reason for our happiness. As you view the picture below, 
 contemplate the following three questions and write down thoughts and 
 impressions.

 Questions:
 1. How have you received strength from the Savior?
 2. How has the strength you receive from the Savior increased your optimism and outlook  
     towards life?
 3. How are you going to use the strength you receive from the Savior to increase your   
     own happiness as well as the happiness of those around you?
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“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try just one 
more time.”
 - Thomas Edison

B. We are optimistic because we have the power to choose. Because of the     
 gospel of Jesus Christ, we are able to make choices that either empower us to be positive,  
 or crush us to be negative. 

 Optimism is also how we choose to live our life. “Life o�ers you two precious    
 gifts—one is time, the other freedom of choice, the freedom to do with your time what you  
 will.” (Elder Richard L. Evans, LDS Man’s Search for Happiness �lm published 1964)

C. Optimism Checkpoint. We can have a checkpoint to see whether or not we    
 need to increase in optimism in how we personally view ourselves. Are we con�dent with  
 the person that we are or are we forever comparing ourselves with others? An optimistic  
 person is comfortable with who he is and views personal critique as a chance to become a  
 better version of himself. 

 A person who is continuously worried about “keeping up with the Jones’” does not have a  
 healthy view of themselves. Meaning, that their choice to be happy and optimistic is not  
 independent of the actions of others. Once we train our ability to be happy to become   
 independent of an outside source, people, thing or circumstance, we are then free to   
 choose to be happy. To be optimistic. 
 
 Picture in your mind a person you know who is dependent on others for their    
 happiness. What do they look like? How do they function day to day? Are they healthy   
 physically, mentally, emotionally? 

 We are unable to work to become physically, mentally and emotionally     
 healthy until we choose to become physically, mentally and emotionally independent of  
 any outside in�uence. 

 A person cannot gain an “inclination to put the most favorable construction    
 upon actions and events or to anticipate the best possible outcome”, if they are not happy  
 with the person they are. They will always be worried about self-image, along with 
 self-desires and self-achievements, that is being comparable to another person’s success. 

 “We are not our feelings. We are not our moods. We are not even our thoughts.” 
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How?

Now that we have identi�ed the “What” and the “Why” of optimism, let’s identify the “How”.

The University of Rochester Medical Center Health Encyclopedia gives the following suggestions on 
how to personally become more optimistic:

 1. Think positive thoughts about yourself and others.
 2. Stop comparing yourself to others in a competitive way. Each person 
  has unique and special talents that are to be valued.
 3. Try to �nd the good in every situation, even at di�cult moments.
 4. When facing a challenge, focus on achieving a positive outcome, rather    
  than expecting defeat.
 5. Explore your beliefs about the meaning and purpose of life.
 6. Strive to improve your physical health through exercise, a healthy diet,    
  and good sleeping habits and hygiene. The better you feel, the brighter your outlook  
  will be. 
 7. Challenge your mind every day by learning something new, including    
  learning about yourself and your family history.

Activity:

 1. Evaluate the seven suggestions of optimism to see where  you stand. 
 2. Write down thoughts, inspiration, and goals to make changes. 

“Optimism is essential to achievement and it is also the foundation of courage and true 
progress.”
        - Nicholas Murray Butler
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Quotes from the book:

“The aphorism, ‘As a man thinketh in his heart so is he,’ not only embraces the whole 
of a man’s being, but is so comprehensive as to reach out to every condition and 
circumstance of his life. A man is literally what he thinks, his character being the 
complete sum of all his thoughts.”

“Man is made or unmade by himself; in the armory of thought he forges the weapons 
by which he destroys himself; he also fashions the tools with which he builds for 
himself heavenly mansions of joy and strength and peace.”

“As a being of Power, Intelligence, and Love, and the lord of his worn thoughts, man holds the key to 
every situation, and contains within himself that transforming and regenerative agency by which he 
may make himself what he wills.”

“Of all the beautiful truths pertaining to the soul which have been restored and brought to light in 
this age, none is more gladdening or fruitful of divine promise and con�dence than this -- that man 
is the master of thought, the moulder of character, and the maker and shaper of condition, environ-
ment, and destiny.”

“Man is always the master, even in his weaker and most abandoned state...when he begins to re�ect 
upon his condition, and to search diligently for the law upon which his being is established, he then 
becomes the wise master, directing his energies with intelligence, and fashioning his thoughts to 
fruitful issues. Such is the conscious master, and man can only thus become by discovering within 
himself the laws of thought; which discovery is totally a matter of application, self analysis, and 
experience.”

**This book can be purchased on Amazon.com for $5.00**
Search ISBN: 9781523788613

“It’s not the mountain we conquer, but ourselves.”
 - Sir Edmond Hillary

“As a Man Thinketh”
 - by James Allen

This small booklet written by James Allen is �lled with incredible insight 
into the way and reason that men do or do not make decisions.

It is an impressive book to read. The e�ect on the reader is that the reader 
begins to be a little more conscious of the way he/she thinks, the how 
and the why. I believe that if we understand the why we think the way we 
do, why we make decisions in the way we do, then we will be more apt to 
make moral decisions. We will see how we choose and then choose what 
is good. 
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Seven Habits of Optimistic People

Habits:

1. They express gratitude
2. They donate their time and energy in doing good things
3. They are interested in others
4. They surrounds themselves with upbeat people
5. They don’t listen to naysayers
6. They forgive others
7. They smile

The list below was created by news author Staphanie Vozza who is renowned for her work 
for magazines, websites, and business related companies. 

She writes with the purpose of bene�ting her readers by inspiring them to reach for what 
might seem like the impossible.

Activity:

1. Review the seven habits of optimistic people. 
2. Rate yourself on a scale of 1 - 10 with 1 being that you don’t have that habit at all and 10 
being that you excel at that habit. 
3. Review those that you  struggle with. What can you do to implement them more in your 
life?
4. Make plans and set goals to improve that habit in your life. The following might be an 
example of how to make a plan and set a goal to increase a habit:

Goal: I want to become better at expressing gratitude.
Duration of goal: I want to focus on my goal this week.
Plan: I will say “Thank you” to those who o�er me service.
How I will measure my goal: I will make a tally mark whenever I say “thank you”.

5. Follow your plans.

6. Evaluate your goal. Is it a habit yet? If so, do the same with a di�erent habit. If not, 

evaluate the goal to see what you can do di�erent in order to make this a habit.

“Choose to be optimistic. It feels better.”
 - the Dalai Lama
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Optimism Survey
Adapted from “Learned Optimism” by Matin Seligman, Ph.D

Answer the following questions with what you are more likely to say to yourself when 
the described event occurs. Of course, it will depend on the curcumstances, but try to 
answer with the response you would anticipate in most situations. Record your 
responses on the scoring sheet with an X.
Example:
9. I lost my sense of balance because:
  D. I slipped on ice
  H. I was not paying attention

If you selected answer D (I slipped on ice), you would put an X in the D column on the 
scoring guide under question number 9.

1. You are feeling run-down lately. It is because:
 I. I never get a chance to relax
 A. I was busier this week than normal

2. You’ve had so many bad experiences telling jokes before, where all you get is a polite  
     laugh. This time, you tell a joke and everyone laughs. It is because:
 K. It must truly be a good joke this time
 E. I happened to execute it just right, using the right timing and inflection

3. You do a group exercise and perform poorly compared to others. It is because:
 F. I am not as talented as the other
 L. I am not well rested and could not focus

4. You host a successful party at your home. It is because:
 J. I was particularly charming that evening
 H. I am an excellent host

5. You save a person from choking to death. It is because:
 G. I have learned the proper technique and happened to be in the right place at  
      the right time
 B. I know what to do in a crisis situation

6. You gain weight over the holidays. It is because:
 I. Diets don’t work in the long run
 A. The diet I tried didn’t work
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7. You prepare a meal for your family and no one appears to like it. It is because:
 F. I am not a very good cook
 L. I must have missed an ingredient or rushed the meal 

8. You buy a stereo system. You work on it and work on it but can’t get it to work 
correctly. It is because:
 D. I am no good at technical things
 C. The owner’s manual is writtten poorly

9. You saw a drunk driver swerving on the road and called the police, averting a 
possible crime. It happened because:
 E. I was particulatly alert
 K. I happened to see the car at the moment it swerved

10. You forgot your spouses’ (girl/boyfriend) anniversary. It is because:
 I. I am not good at remembering dates
 A. I was too pre-occupied with other things at the moment

11. Last night you got asked to the dance floor repeatedly. It was because:
 J. I was particularly charming that evening
 H. I am outgoing at parties

12. You’ve been fighting a lot with your spouse (or boy/girlfriend). It is because:
 D. I have been under a lot of pressure lately
 C. He/she has been very difficult to get along with

13. Your friends compliment you on a great dinner. It is because:
 G. I got this great recipe
 B. I am an excellent cook

14. You receive a prestigious award or recognition by your agency or peers. It is 
because:
 G. I solved an important problem or gave an important contribution
 B. I was the best employee/professional

15. You have not had a sick day at work for two years. It is because:
 K. I have good genes
 E. I ate well and made sure I was well rested

16. You are pretty sure you know how to get to the building where the meeting will 
be held, but you are not sure you are on the right road. You pull over and ask for 
directions. You end up going the wrong direction for ten minutes before getting 
straightened out. You got lost because:
 D. I missed a turn
 C. The man at the gas station did not give me clear directions
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17. You made a killing on the stock market this year. It is because:
 J. My broker tried a new stock and it panned out
 H. My broker is top notch when it comes to investing

18. Your romantic partner wants to cool things o� for a while. It is because:
 F. I am too self-centered
 L. I did not spend enough quality time with him/her

19. Your employer asks for your advice on things. It is because:
 G. I am an expert in this/these areas
 B. I am good at �nding useful, practical advice. That is why I often get asked.

20. You interviewed for a job and were “in the �ow” with your answers, getting you a second         
       interview as a �nalist. It is because:
 J. I felt extremely con�dent in the interview
 H. I interview well  

21. You win a racquetball tournament. It is because:
 G. I spent a lot of time honing my skills and practicing
 D. There is no way to aviod this. There is sugar in everything

23. After many tries, you �nally win a $100,000 in the lottery. It is because:
 K. If I play long enough chances are I will win something someday
 E. This time I happened to pick just the right numbers or picked the right place to buy the  
      ticket

24. You are asked to head up an important project. It is because:
 J. I just completed an initiative that got noticed
 H. I am very good at what I do. When I try, I suceed

25.  You have been practicing for a long time to be a good golfer but you performed poorly at an  
        employee tournament. It is because:
 L. I am not good at this sport
 F. I am not a good athlete

26. You lose your temper with a friend. It is because:
 I. He/she has a bad trait
 A. He/she was not in a good mood that day

27. You run for your national association’s presidency and lose. It is because:
 D. I didn’t campaign hard enough
 C. The other candidate knew more people and was from a more populated state
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28. When I’m honest with myself, the real reason the project I was in charge of succeeded was 
because:
 E. I kept a close watch over everyone’s work and directed it
 K. Everyone devoted a lot ot time and energy to it

29. Your stocks are at an all-time low. It is because:
 F. I did not pick good stocks
 L. I do not understand business

30.
 You can’t seem to save money no matter how hard you try. It is because:
 I. I and/or my family members are not disciplined when it comes to spending
 A. I am in a slump at the moment

The Carey Group, Mark Carey, 651-556-4755, mark@thecareygroup.com
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“Very little is needed to make a happy life; it is all within yourself, in your way of thinking.”
 - Marcus Aurelius Antonius

Optimism Test Scoring Sheet Name 

Question A B C D E F G H I K L

1
2

3
4
5

12

11
10

9

8
7
6

22

21
20

19
18
17
16
15
14

13

29
28
27
26
25
24

23

30

Total
A B C D E F G H I K L



Optimism Survey: Interpretation Guide

Total up the points in Columns I, D, and F.

This is your pessimism score when bad events happen.

If you scored  0-6  you are optimistic when bad things happen
   7 you are average
   8-14 You are pessimistic when bad things happen

Total up the points in Columns H, E, and B.

This is your optimism score when good events  happen.

If you scored   10-15 you are optimistic when good things happen
   8-9 you are average
   0-7 you are pessimistic when good things happen

Subtract Box One from Box Two:

This is your total optimism score

If you socred   4 and above you are optimistic across the board
   2-3  you are average
   1 or below you are pessimistic across the board

Total up the points in columns F and I:

This is your hope score and constitutes how hopeful you are 
when negative events occur.

If you scored  0-4 you are hopeful
   5 you are average
   6-10  you are hopeless

Box 1

Box 2

Box 2 Box 1

minus equals

The Carey Group, Mark Carey, 651-226-4755, mark@thecarygroup.com
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Conclusion:

So what now?

The purpose of every training or document you read is to inspire you to change or to act 
di�erently than you previously acted. 

- What are you going to do to become more optimistic? 

- How are you going to implement optimism and positivity in your life di�erently than 
you previously have?

- How are you going to inspire others to become more optimistic?

Optimism is a way of life. It cannot be achieved in an instant. It is developed over time. 

Consider the following questions and write down thoughts, impressions, goals, and action items:
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“The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change; the 
realist adjusts the sails.”
 - William Arthur Ward



Additional  Resources List

Scriptures:

- Philippians 4:13
- Matthew 7:7-8
- 1 Peter 3:15
- Romans 15:13
- Moroni 7:42
- Nehemiah 12:43

Web Searches:

- The 5 Bene�ts of  Being Optimistic
- Seven Habits of Optimisitc People
- Maintaining a Positive Attitude in the Workplace
- The In�nite Power of Hope (lds.org)
- Hope, an Anchor of the Soul (lds.org)

Videos:

- Tali Sharot: The Optimism Bias
- My Philosphy for a Happy Life
- Good Things to Come (lds.org)
- We Can Find Happiness (lds.org)
- Trials: Look to the Light (lds.org)

Book List:

- “As A Man Thinketh” by James Allen
- “Man’s Search for Meaning” by Victor Fankl
- “The Hiding Place” by Corrie ten Boom
- “Learned Optimism” by Martin Seligman
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“Optimism is the one quality more associated with success and happiness than any 
other.”
- Brian Tracy




